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Pregnancy Clinic in Nevada is Prepared for Post Roe 

The Pro-Life, Pro-Women Reality Exposed in southern Nevada 

Southern Nevada— July 25, 2022 — It is time to realize the devastation Roe vs Wade 

has had on women. Our nation has had 49 years to use propaganda and political tactics to 

cultivate a culture of death for far too long and women have been left in the shadows to bear the 

burden of choice with very little support. The majority of communities in our nation lack 

resources for pregnancy and parenting options, thus loudly advocating that abortion should be 

the only choice that will be supported. This is not empowerment or choice. This is coercion.  

“We hear from women every day at our Clinic express that there are no alternatives other 

than abortion,” said Esther Caruso-Golleher, MBA, Chief Executive Officer at Women’s 

Resource Medical Centers, “We believe them. We exist to be their support.” 

Abortion clinics are now advertising abortion medical tourism package deals with flight, 

hotel room and abortion services to compete with other states for the abortion business. There are 

even foundations established to assist women in paying for their travel to our state. Abortion 

access overshadows every pregnancy option in Las Vegas. In southern Nevada there are 9 

abortion clinics within a 35-mile radius and only 1 full service pregnancy care clinic. Is the cry 

from Elizabeth Warren to shut down this pregnancy clinic really considered pro-choice or pro-

woman when the statistic clearly reveals that 93% of all abortion choices are driven by economic 

reasons and a lack of support? 

Community Impact 
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Women’s Resource Medical Centers of Southern Nevada (WRMCSN) has been serving 

women in their community since 1985 providing programs, resources and support for families 

experiencing an unexpected pregnancy from the time they find themselves pregnant all the way 

up until their baby is three years old. The organization is the ONLY organization in the entire 

state of Nevada that offers full pregnancy, prenatal care and parenting programs free of charge 

without receiving a single cent from government funding sources.  

Annually, the organization averages 8,000 patient visits and saves an average of 2,000 

babies. The abortion business is threatened by the impact of WRMCSN’s successful outcomes 

which only energized the organization to realize the great demand for its services and programs 

and launched them into a strategic plan for expansion. 

 

National Franchise Offering 

WRMCSN has always been known as one of the busiest pregnancy care facilities in our 

nation and because of this, they embraced the challenging effort to establish a new model of care, 

knowing that they have the potential to double and even triple their impact their community. 

They established an all-inclusive service model that provides every program a family 

might need to support a decision for life. Coinciding with the new program model is a built in 

management system that supports efficiencies that can now allow for a higher volume of patient 

access to their programs. For this higher capacity, they also had to create their own software 

program that interacts with their patients through an app on their mobile phone and this app 

encourages greater participation for their personal care plan.  

Upon completion of creating and implementing this new care model the organization 

realized that all pregnancy centers face similar growth restrictions and concluded to extend this 
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model for every pregnancy center who has the desire to grow and every community that faces 

similar competition from abortion clinics.  

“We already completed the hard work and in doing so, designed the path forward. 

Therefore, we are preparing a franchised offering to train, mentor and equip other life-saving 

organizations to successfully adopt our new, innovative pregnancy clinic model.” Esther Caruso-

Golleher, CEO Women’s Resource Medical Centers of Southern Nevada. 

This is being offered at a time when the pregnancy center movement must be 

strengthened nation-wide. If they are able to raise enough funding by year end, they plan to 

launch this offering as soon as the first quarter of the new year. To support this initiative visit; 

savealifeclub.com. 
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For more information on National Franchise Offering: 

www.SaveALifeClub.com 
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